EXPLORE 10.8
Speeches in the Book
of Acts

Of course, all of these matters might be explained one way or another. For
one thing, Acts presents a “third-party perspective” on Paul, which we would
expect to differ from Paul’s own self-presentation. For another, most of the
speeches in Acts are directed to non-Christians, whereas Paul’s letters are written
to believers—Paul might be expected to say things differently to one audience
than to another. Still, scholars generally hold that the differences between the
“Paul of Acts” and the “Paul of the Letters” reflect Luke’s particular interests
and agenda. Luke presents the Paul whom he wants us to know, highlighting
those aspects of Paul that he most appreciates and leaving out matters that are
not primary concerns for him. Thus Paul and other characters in Acts inevitably become spokespersons for Luke’s own theological agenda: if honest in
his depiction of what Paul and others said, he certainly is selective. Like any
other ancient historian, Luke relates what he thinks is worthy of recollection,
and, in Paul’s case, his choices may differ from what Paul himself would have
considered to be the highlights of his life and teaching.
The book of Acts does differ from ancient histories in one respect: it is a
sequel or second volume to another work, the Gospel of Luke. When viewed
as one work, Luke-Acts resembles certain Hellenistic biographies more closely
than it does the works of “general history” with which Acts alone is usually
compared. Diogenes Laertius (third century) wrote a number of biographies of
eminent philosophers that report, first, on the life and teaching of the teacher
(compare Luke’s Gospel, with its account of Jesus) and, second, on the continuing mission and influence of that teacher’s followers (compare Acts, with
its account of the church).

Box 10.3

How to Write Speeches
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In the book of Acts, Luke presents speeches by prominent church leaders. How did he know
what the people said? About five hundred years before Luke wrote Acts, the Greek historian
Thucydides wrote History of the Peloponnesian War. In the preface to that work he describes
how he handled the difficult matter of reporting speeches:
With reference to the speeches in this history, some were delivered before the war began, others while
it was going on; some I heard myself, others I got from various quarters; it was in all cases difficult to
carry them word for word in one’s memory, so my habit has been to make the speakers say what was
in my opinion demanded of them by the various occasions, of course adhering as closely as possible to
the general sense of what they really said. (1.22.1)*

Many scholars believe that Luke followed a similar convention in reporting speeches in Acts.
This would explain why there are no significant differences in vocabulary and style of the various
speakers (or between the vocabulary and style of the speeches and the rest of Acts): Luke has
relayed in his own words the “general sense” of what the speakers said.
*Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, trans. Richard Crawley (London, J. M. Dent; New York, Dutton, 1910).
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